HARRINGTON WATERS GOLF CLUB INC.

Welcome to the second edition of this newsletter for the current year. Well since our last
newsletter all we seem to have endured is rain with more to come. As a direct and recent
consequence of this the annual over 80’s tournament has had to postponed, the Board and
organising committee for the event unfortunately had no other option, and the event has
been rescheduled for the 7th, 8th and 9th June. All raffle tickets sold to date will remain as
current and drawn during the rescheduled event.
As you could imagine given the course closure all programmed events for Members, Ladies
and vets will be subject to reschedule so keep your eye out on the regular communications
from your committees and of course the Club portal for forthcoming changes.
Brenda has kindly forwarded me the latest for the ladies events during March:

The March Medal winners were Rhonda Longfield in Div 1 and Theresa Johnson in Div 2,
Round 1 of the 4BBB was won by Fae Stevens and Caryl Jennens with 34 pts and round 1
pennants played at Kew with a result of 0/5.
The ladies also played the “Mabel McKenzie Brooch”. Mabel was the first country based
Vice President of the Vets Womens Golfers Assoc in 1949, a member at Leura and had
been playing since 1900, she went on to help form the Western District Assoc where she
remained President for 25 years. The event is open to all NSW female Vets and the Brooch
is awarded to the best scores in the State in Divisions 1,2,3 and Super Vets.
Work has again been delayed on the Bunkers due to ongoing wet weather, although our
volunteers did manage to complete 2 more units, they look great when finished and the sand
is very good to play out of, we are still waiting to commence work on the large front bunker
on 4 which will be remodelled to reduce the tall front face – all weather dependent.
The Men’s Pennants teams should have finished their season, but alas wet weather, we
have been well represented by our members and as the coordinator of this event within the
club, a hearty congratulations to all for your participation and representation of the Club, To
the other Captains Mick, Garry and now stand in Warren many thanks for your assistance
and persistence during the event duration. The Branch is still planning to complete the
remaining 2 rounds but that’s subject to weather and course conditions. In speaking to some
of our first time match play reps they have all enjoyed the challenge and the format that is
Match play. Peter has now compiled the Super Seniors men’s team (over 65’s) and released
an expression of interest for the Men’s District Masters pennants.
The mens knockout qualifiers have been played and the Match draws set. The draws are
displayed around the club so you can arrange your respective matches

There has been an interclub challenge programmed with Toronto Golf Club for the 2nd April,
coinciding with the men’s monthly medal. Harrington will host the initial event with a return
bout at Toronto in the near future, interested members are to contact Peter Budden to
organise a timeslot with the Toronto members and should be prepared to participate in the
return match at Toronto.
The district short course season is about to commence again and the club is looking for an
increased participation from our members, we host a day which is well supported from the
other clubs it is only fair that Harrington reciprocates. The events are listed in our program, if
you wish to participate, please contact Peter Budden or myself to find out more.
RULE OF THE MONTH
Pace of Play Rule 5.6b.
The rule states:

A round of golf is meant to be played at a prompt pace.
Each player should recognize that his or her pace of play is likely to affect how long it
will take other players to play their rounds, including both those in the player’s own
group and those in following groups.
Players are encouraged to allow faster groups to play through.
(1) Pace of Play Recommendations. The player should play at a prompt pace throughout
the round, including the time taken to:
•
•
•

Prepare for and make each stroke,
Move from one place to another between strokes, and
Move to the next teeing area after completing a hole.

A player should prepare in advance for the next stroke and be ready to play when it is
his or her turn.
Basically, what this means is that what you do or don’t do impacts on everyone else playing
in the set competition. There are several things that you can do to expedite your round and
rushing or hurrying are not the actions,
•
•
•
•
•
•

Move to your ball and be ready to play if it is safe to do so ie; you are not impeding
another player
Ready golf – unless you are playing match play you can hit when ready
You don’t have to wait for every player to finish a hole before moving on
Think about where you leave your gear, leave it in a place where it is en route to the
next hole
Finish the hole there are no prizes for being the last to putt out on each hole
Keep up with the group in front of you NOT keep ahead of the group behind

As part of the Match Committee the most common complaint we receive is slow play,
followed by “you’re not doing anything to fix it”. If you follow the basic points above slow play
will not occur. The Match Committee will continue to curb slow play and will not condone
consistent breaches of the rule, The Committee under the rules can implement local rules
including but not limited to;
•
•

Setting and recording time durations for groups
Introducing penalties for continual breaches

None of which will be necessary if groups follow the guidelines above, we are heading into
shorter days with the onset of the winter solstice which means we need to ensure that all our
members finish their round in an acceptable timeframe.
Another issue being raised now that bunkers are coming back into play is;

Raking of Bunkers
There are ample rakes in the bunkers, enter the bunker from the shallowest entry point do
not walk or step on faces of the bunker when you rake a bunker the idea is not to move the
sand from one end to another, smooth the area, lightly rake to fill footprints and replace the
rake towards the centre of the bunker parallel to the direction of play – do NOT leave the
rake on the sides of the bunker,

Next issue we will look at divot repair
Last issue I mentioned running a rules session or two, I have started some preparation and
will advise some times that might best fit where we can get together, have a coffee and
share some rules learning and good golf etiquette practices keep an eye on the golf portal
and noticeboards for a time

We recently received correspondence relating to the hardness of our greens (328 couch)
and the inability of shots to consistently pitch and hold. The Captain and myself gave a brief
explanation to the Board which was further denoted by our Course Superintendent, the
following points were outlined;
•

•

•
•

•
•

The course design was originally established for a Bent green configuration which
inherently and characteristically will check a ball flight due to the differing root
configuration of the grass (not a matted surface)
The soil of our greens is predominately sand which because of its grain structure
packs to a tight configuration structure increasing the hardness (Mpa) of the
substrate
Green designs which allow for a 328 configuration are generally larger and have
more an acute slope back to front
Would increased frequency of coring soften the green surface? No because of the
substrate in point 2 above it will resettle to the same hardness under the couch
matting.
Top dressing and sanding will help but require more maintenance and naturally affect
speed and trueness after dressing
Bent greens as per those installed at Tuncurry and Kew are higher maintenance
(chemicals, watering during hot weather and weed ingress), seasonal, subject to
disease and root depth consistency

The club has for sale seat covers for carts, these are currently fitted to most of the club carts,
they are hard wearing and weather resistant, they generally retail for $180 but the club has a
limited supply for sale for $150 – see Belle in the Pro shop.
The Board recently discussed the need for some temporary volunteer assistance in the
future in the Pro Shop to cater for and capture the after hours social golf market during the
daylight saving periods after 5PM, the Board is seeking Expressions of Interest only at this
stage, if you might be interested please register your expression at
harringtonwatersgolfcourse@gmail.com

Happy Golfing & Keep dry
Chris Gilbert
PS if you have something to share please let me know

